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� Introduction

Computer algebra systems developed rapidly last decade and attracted many users with their
possibilities for symbolic algebraic manipulations� exact integer�rational computations� good
vizualisation facilities and arbitrary precision �oating�point arithmetic� Facing real�life com�
putational problems� however� these systems proved that there is no universal computational
tool� The arithmetic operations on arbitrary precision �oating�point numbers in Maple ����
for example� proved to be accurate within ��� ulp �unit in the last place�� But this is claimed
only for single operations and no features exist for studying the e�ects of the propagation
either of roundo� errors or of data uncertainties� Doing computations with very large in�
teger�rational numbers or symbolically may cause for some problems a super�exponential
growth in the storage requirement or may be unbounded in time� The numerical stability of
the �nal expression may be in doubt too�

On the other hand� there exists a considerable two�way tra�c between numerical and
symbolic computations ����� A number of classical algebraic algorithms �e� g� Gaussian
elimination for linear equation solving� were �embedded� in �oating�point systems providing
a supplementary monitoring of possible singularities and potentially enhanced information
return� The usage of �oating�point and interval arithmetic in intermediate computations
appeared to result in a dramatic speed�up for some algebraic algorithms ��� ��� Such hybrid
algorithms combine the speed of numerical computations with the exactness of symbolic
methods providing still guaranteed correct results� Most scienti�c�engineering problems
require also a combination of analytic and numerical techniques� Many real�life problems
deal with interval input data instead of approximate values� i� e� design objectives and
constrains� automatic control� identi�cation and interpolation under bounded uncertainties�

All these forced the developers to supply computer algebra systems with interval arith�
metic �� ��� ���� Starting with an experimental demonstrative interval arithmetic package�
Mathematica ��� has included Interval as a kernel function in its ��� version� The interval
arithmetic in Mathematica Version ��� is genuine interval arithmetic� complete with outward
rounding and multi�intervals ����� The interval data object is integrated smoothly within
the rest of the system and most of the built�in functions are designed to work together in
a uni�ed manner� With its graphic� symbolic and numerical capabilities Mathematica is an
excellent tool for education and exploration�

Although conventional interval arithmetic ��� ��� is widely used in interval analysis and
has numerous applications� it possesses only few algebraic properties� Lattice operations are
not closed with respect to the inclusion relation� Due to the lack of inverse elements with
respect to the addition and multiplication operations� the solution of the algebraic interval
equations A � X � B and A � Y � B� can not be generally expressed in terms of the
interval operations even if they actually exist� There is no distributivity between addition
and multiplication except for certain special cases� A considerable scienti�c e�ort is put into
developing special methods and algorithms that try to overcome the di�culties imposed by
the algebraic incompleteness of the conventional interval arithmetic structure� For example�
arithmetic operations between conventional intervals can be used for rough outer inclusion
of functional ranges� But the bounds computed by naive interval evaluation are often too
pessimistic to be useful� Again several strategies have been developed to compute tighter
bounds� Arithmetic operations between conventional intervals are also of little use for the
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computation of inner inclusions�
Algebraic incompleteness and disadvantages of the conventional interval arithmetic have

led to various proposals for possible extensions� The algebraic completion of the conven�
tional interval arithmetic structure leads to a set of directed intervals and an extension of
the conventional interval operations� Developed basically by E� Kaucher ���������� further
investigated by E� Gardenes et al� ���� and others ��� ��� directed interval arithmetic is
obtained as an extension of the set of normal intervals by improper intervals and a corre�
sponding extension of the de�nitions of the interval arithmetic operations� The corresponding
extended interval arithmetic structure possesses group properties with respect to addition
and multiplication operations� Directed interval arithmetic is useful for a straightforward
computation of inner and outer inclusion of functional ranges ����� It seems to be promising
for the numerical solution of various practical problems related to interpolation and iden�
ti�cation under uncertainties� control theory etc� ��� ��� ���� Some conventional interval
problems can be embedded and solved there e�ectively ��� ��� ���� An attractive goal is
to make use of the algebraic completeness of the directed interval arithmetic embedding it
in a computer algebra system and investigating how the algebraic properties of this arith�
metic can be exploited for symbolic manipulation of interval expressions� automatic theorem
proving� developing of hybrid symbolic�numeric algorithms and e�ective implementation of
certain numerical algorithms�

First step to this goal was the implementation of the basic arithmetic on directed intervals
in computer algebra systemMathematica� This report presents an experimentalMathematica

package directed�m that extends Mathematica interval capabilities by providing a new data
object �Directed� representing directed multi�intervals� as well as operations and functions
for basic arithmetic on them� We give here an overview of the package design and its
usage� The advantages of the implemented extension of the conventional interval arithmetic
is demonstrated on some numerical algorithms involving directed intervals and implemented
as Mathematica functions� Several examples outline possible applications and directions for
further investigations�
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� Directed Interval Arithmetic

This section is devoted to the interval arithmetic� The set of �nite normal �proper� intervals
IR � f�a� b� j a � b� a� b � Rg is a commutative semigroup with cancellation law as regard
to the operation addition� resp� multiplication �in the latter case intervals containing zero
are excluded� ����� It is well known that if S is a commutative semigroup with cancellation
law� then S can be isomorphically embedded into an unique group G�S�� whose elements
are couples of elements �A�B�� A�B � S �more precisely all such couples� factorized by the
equivalence relation �A�B� � �C�D� �� A�D � B �C�� E� Kaucher shows ���� that the
set of intervals f�a� b� j a� b � Rg is a group under a properly de�ned addition� and� what is
more interesting� multiplication� and therefore this set is equivalent �up to isomorphism� to
the group of factorized couples of normal intervals mentioned above�

S� Markov shows ���� that under certain additional conditions a commutative semigroup
with cancellation law� S� can be uniquely embedded into the group �called directed� D �
S
N
f���g with elements of the form �A���� A � S �called directed elements�� This idea

generalizes the well known scheme of extending the set of natural numbers up to the group
of whole numbers and allows a straightforward interpretation of the results in the directed
group in terms of the elements of the original semigroup S� An important ingredient of
Markov s conditions is the existence of a negation operator in the semigroup S ����� It is
shown ���� that the set f�a� b� j a� b � Rg of Kaucher s �extended� generalized� intervals
satis�es Markov s conditions and therefore is a directed group in the sense of Markov s
theorem� furthermore the extended intervals are directed elements of IR �directed intervals�
satisfying group algebraic properties�

In this work we make use of the interpretation of the extended intervals as �directed in�
tervals�� given in ����� especially in relation to their application to computation of functional
ranges ����� For this reason we prefer to call the extended intervals directed intervals� How�
ever� in the software applications we shall not make use of the directed form �A��� of the
intervals because the arithmetic operations on directed intervals in end�point form can be
implemented at no additional cost comparing to the conventional interval arithmetic� while
an implementation using the directed form will be more costly �����

��� Basic Formulae

In this section we shall brie�y outline some basic formulae of the extended interval arithmetic
structure K proposed by E� Kaucher ����������

The set of all �nite proper intervals IR � f�a� b� j a� b � R� a � bg is extended into the
set D � f�a� b� j a� b � Rg �� R� of all ordered couples of �nite real numbers called directed
intervals� A directed interval A � �a�� a�� � D is either proper if a� � a�� or improper if
a� 	 a�� so that

D � f�a� b� j a� b � Rg � IR 
 IR� IR �
n

�a�� a�� j a� 	 a�� a�� a� � R
o
�

Denote T � fA � IR j a�a� � �g 
 fA � IR j a�a� � �g � Z 
 Z� For A � D the symbol
as with s � f���g denotes certain end�point of A and the �product� st for s� t � f���g is
de�ned by �� � �� � � and �� � �� � �� so that as� is well de�ned�
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For a directed interval A de�ne �sign� � 	 D n f�a�� a�� j a�a� � �g � f���g by

��A� �

�
�� if �� � a�� and �� � a���
�� if �a� � �� and �a� � �� �but A �� ��� ����

and a binary variable �direction� by

� �A� �

�
�� if a� � a��
�� otherwise �

���

The operations of the interval arithmetic structureK � fD�����g are extensions of the
interval arithmetic relation and operations from the conventional interval space fIR����� ��
g ��� ��� into D

A  B �� �b� � a�� and �a� � b��� for A�B � D� ���

A� B � �a� � b�� a� � b��� for A�B � D � ���

A�B �

����������
���������

�a���B�b���A�� a��B�b��A��� for A�B � D n T �
�a���B�b��� a���B�b��� � � ��A�� for A � D n T � B � T �
�a��b���A�� a�b���A��� � � ��B�� for A � T � B � D n T �
�minfa�b�� a�b�g� maxfa�b�� a�b�g�� for A�B � Z�
�maxfa�b�� a�b�g� minfa�b�� a�b�g�� for A�B � Z�
� � for A � Z� B � Z or A � Z� B � Z �

���

Note that according to de�nition ��� any improper interval A � �a�� a�� such that a� �
b � a� is contained in the point interval B � �b� b�� A  B�

From ��� we have ���� � B � ��b���b�� � �B for B � D� Thus the extension of the
conventional interval subtraction into D can be obtained as a composite operation

A�B � A� ��B� � �a� � b�� a� � b��� A�B � D� ��

The substructures �D���� and �D n T ���� of K are isotone groups ����� The inverse
elements with respect to the operations � and � are	

�hA � ��a���a��� for A � D�

��hA � ���a�� ��a��� for A � D n T �

The monadic operator conjugation �called also dual� de�ned by

A� � �a�� a�� � �h��A� � ���hA� ���

expresses an element�to�element symmetry in D and has the properties	

A  B �� A� � B�� �A �B�� � A� �B�� � � f������ �g�

For A � D n T there exists also a unique operator �set inversion� ��A � ��hA� �
���a�� ��a�� such that ��h���A� � �����hA� � A�� Thus� the extension of the conventional
interval operation A�B for A � D� B � D n T is also obtained as a composite operation	

A�B � A� ���B� �

�
�a���B��b��A�� a��B��b���A��� for A�B � D n T �
�a���b����A�� a��b����A��� � � ��B�� for A � T � B � D n T �

���





D is a lattice with respect to  with the following lattice operations	

inf��A�B� � A � B � �maxfa�� b�g�minfa�� b�g�� ���

sup��A�B� � A � B � �minfa�� b�g�maxfa�� b�g�� ���

The lattice operations satisfy the following properties

�A �B� � C � �A � C� � �B � C� for A�B�C � D and � � f���g�

�A �B�� C � �A� C� � �B � C� for A�B�C � D n T and � � f���g�

�A �B�� � A� �B��

Another order relation is also de�ned by

A � B �� �a� � b�� and �a� � b�� ����

with the properties

A � B �� A� � B�� A � B ���A� � �B�� A � B �� A � C � B � C�

Let R� � R 
 f����g and denote by DI � f�a� b� j a� b � R�g the set of all �nite
and in�nite directed intervals� The intervals from DI are called inner directed intervals

in contrast to the outer directed intervals �proper or improper�� obtained by division by
intervals containing�contained in zero to be de�ned below�

Using that �� � a � �� for all a � R� and the conventional rules for manipulations
with in�nities �see for example ����� the de�nitions of the relation  and the arithmetic
operations ������ � are extended from D � D into DI � DI by replacing D with DI in
������� ����

For some Newton�like algorithms using conventional interval arithmetic it is essential to
divide by an interval containing zero� The operation ��B for B � f�a�� a�� j a�a� � �g is
de�ned ���� as a set of two intervals as follows	

��B � ���b�� b�� � f��� �B��� ��b��� ���b�� � �B���g�

Such a set of two equally directed inner intervals �one involving �� the other ��� is
called outer directed interval� These intervals are generalization of the so called Kahan s
intervals ����� �����

��� Properties and Laws

The following properties of the structure K � �D������ �� hold	

K�� A �B � B �A� for A�B � D� � � f���g�

K�� �A �B� � C � A � �B � C�� for A�B�C � D� � � f���g�

K�� X � ��� �� � � and Y � ��� �� � � are the unique neutral elements with respect to the
addition and multiplication operations� That is for all A � D

A � X � A� X � ��� ��� A � Y �A� Y � ��� ���
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K�� Every element A � D has an unique inverse element with respect to � and every
element A � D n T possesses an unique inverse element with respect to �� These are
the elements �A�� resp� ��A�� i� e�	
� � A�A� and � � A�A��

K�� i� For A�B�C�A� B � D n T

�A � B�� C � �A� C��A���A�B�� � �B � C��B���A�B���

ii� For A�B�C � IR we have A� �B � C�  A�B � A� C�
iii� For A�B�C � IR we have A� �B � C� � A�B � A� C�

K�� Let � � f������ �g� Then X  X�� � X � C  X� � C� As a corollary we have
X  X�� Y  Y� � X � Y  X� � Y��

K	� D is a lattice with respect to � The lattice operations are the intersection ��� and
the convex hull ��� of two K�intervals� The lattice operations are closed with respect
to the extended inclusion relation ����

��� Roundings and Inclusions

Analogous to the conventional interval computer arithmetic ���� a computer arithmetic for
directed intervals is de�ned by semimorphism ����

Let SR� be a symmetric screen over R� and SDI � f�a�� a�� � DI j a�� a� � SR�g�
then fSDI �g is a screen of fDI �g�

De�ne rounding � 	 DI �� SDI as a monotonic function with the properties	

�� � �A� � A� A � SDI �

�� A  B �� � �A�  � �B�� for A�B � DI �

�� For A�B � DI

A  � A� � � � �outward rounding��

A � � A� � � � �inward rounding��

�A � ��a���a��� �A � ��a���a���

where �� � are the corresponding directed roundings ��� 	 R� �� SR� �����

If � � f������ �g is an arithmetic operation in DI � the corresponding computer opera�
tion �� in SDI is de�ned by

A �� B � � �A �B�� for A�B � SDI � � � f���g�

The explicit formulae for the computation of the result of the extended interval operations
in SDI are summarized as follows	
For A�B � SDI and � � f������ �g

A �� B 	� � �A �B� � � � �A �B��� � �A �B�� ��

A �� B 	� � �A �B� � � � �A �B��� � �A �B�� ��
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The computer operations on directed intervals are inclusion isotone	

A  B �� A �� C  B �� C� for A�B�C � SDI � � � f������ �g� � � f���g�

The following inclusion assertions ��� are of major importance in obtaining inner and
outer numerical approximations	

� For A � SDI

���A���� � �A  A  �A � ��A��

��A�� � ��A��  A�  ��A�� � ��A���

� For A � SDI and � � f������ �g

�A� �� B���  A �B  A �� B

A�� B  A �B  �A� �� B��� �

� Let F �f��� � � � � �mg� fA�� � � � � Ang� be a rational function where �i � f������ �g�
i � �� � � � �m and Aj � DI � j � �� � � � � n� then

F �f�� ig
m
i��� f�Ajg

n
i���  F �f�igmi��� fAjgnj���  F �f�� ig

m
i��� f�Ajg

n
j���

and

F �f�� ig
m
i��� f� ��Aj���gnj���� � F �f�� ig

m
i��� f�Ajg

n
i���

F �f�� ig
m
i��� f�Ajg

n
j��� � F �f�� ig

m
i��� f� ��Aj���gnj����

Last equalities show that inner approximation�inclusion can be obtained in directed
interval arithmetic only by means of outward directed roundings and operation conjugation
instead of using inward directed roundings� That means there is no need of implementation
of directed interval arithmetic operations with inward rounding�
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� Implementation

��� Mathematica package directed�m

The Mathematica package directed�mwas designed as an experimental demonstrative pack�
age intended to provide some functionality that can not be obtained by conventional interval
arithmetic supported by the Mathematica kernel function Interval� Main attention at this
stage of the project was paid to the implementation of the basic operations and functions on
directed intervals� It was done according to the speci�cations of BIAS �Basic Interval Arith�
metic Subroutines�� generalized for single directed intervals ����� Designing directed interval
arithmetic of Mathematica we tried to keep and preserve all the functionality provided by the
kernel function Interval since conventional interval arithmetic is a special case of directed
interval arithmetic� Interval data object supports conventional multi�intervals and thus
the so called Kahan s intervals ���� ��� and the arithmetic on them as a special case� This
and versatility that provide list data structures and computer algebra system itself gave us
good reasons to implement Kahan s intervals extended to inner and outer directed intervals
�see the end of Section ���� furthermore that multi�intervals have attracted some researchers
to use them in a variety of algorithms and programming systems ���� ���� Meaning of the
operations and functions implemented in directed�m on directed multi�intervals is described
in Section ����

Implementing directed interval arithmetic we followed the common naming conventions in
Mathematica� The names of all functions� variables� options and constants start with capital
letter� e� g� Directed� If a name consists of two or more words� then the �rst letter of each
word is capitalized� e� g� IntHull� IntIntersection� etc� Most names of objects built into
Mathematica are complete words� Abbreviations are only used where they are extremely
well�known� At this experimental stage of the development of the package directed�m we
shortened the names as much as possible� We omitted the word Interval from most of the
names and used Directed� naming data objects representing directed intervals instead of
DirectedInterval or Proper instead of ProperInterval� Some directed interval functions
start with the abbreviation Int instead of Interval� e� g� IntHull� IntIntersection� etc�
Predicate functions returning True or False have names ending with Q� e� g� IntMemberQ�
InclusionQ� etc�

Mathematica allows de�ning of transformation rules for functions that are already built
into Mathematica� As a result� one can enhance� or modify� the features of built�in func�
tions� Why have we not applied this to the built�in Mathematica function Interval! This
capability is powerful� but potentially dangerous� If the given rules are incorrect� then Math�

ematica will give incorrect answers� At the experimental stage of this package it was better
to de�ne and use a new data object� Another reason was that we could not overcome the
in�nite recursion rounding outwardly the list elements representing directed intervals� which
required the introduction of an optional parameter Round in the syntax of directed interval
data object� Names� de�nitions� and�or properties of some functions de�ned for Interval

were not so appropriate for directed intervals and we have used other names and�or imple�
ment other de�nitions� Di�erences in the behaviour of Interval and Directed data objects
and functions are discussed in Section ���� In order to provide a convenient manipulation
with directed intervals many new functions were de�ned�

The Appendix lists Mathematica package directed�m containing de�nitions of data ob�
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ject Directed representing directed multi�intervals and de�nitions of the basic arithmetic
on directed intervals�

Certain compromises have to be made in a system like Mathematica� which must run on
a variety of machines� The outward rounding is performed a posteriori �after the interval is
calculated� rather than as directed rounding in hardware� In particular the end�points are
calculated with whatever arithmetic is appropriate and then they are adjusted outwardly sev�
eral ulps� For the arithmetic operations addition� subtraction� and multiplication the error in
the arithmetic is assumed to be less than � ulp and adjusting outwardly by � ulp guarantees
correct bounds� For division �which is in fact multiplication by the inverse� two rounding
errors may have occurred and so the result has to be adjusted by � ulps according to an ade�
quate error estimation� For integer powers of intervals appropriate adjustments are likewise
made to ensure that the resulting bounds are in fact correct� This package uses the ulp func�
tion �see the Appendix� from Mathematica package NumericalMath�IntervalAnalysis��

Almost all operations and functions on directed intervals require some comparison be�
tween end�points of the arguments� Mathematica is a symbolic processing system and neither
its relational operations ����� ����� nor Min� Max functions evaluate exact singletons like
Sin���� Cos���� etc� and mathematical constants �Infinity� E� Pi� ����� which may
occur in the end�points of a directed interval� In order to provide proper manipulation with
directed intervals involving such entities� the numerical approximation takes a substantial
part of the operations and functions on directed intervals� Normalization procedure of the
directed multi�intervals merges the set�theoretical intersecting� equally directed elements of
a directed multi�interval into single elements and then put all elements into normal �canon�
ical� order� The canonical order in Mathematica is determined by the character ordering� so
numerical approximation of the interval end�points is used at the normalization procedure�
too� The internal algorithms that Mathematica uses to evaluate mathematical functions
are set up to maintain as much precision as possible� In some cases� however� it is simply
impractical to do this� and Mathematica gives results that have lower precision ���� The
fact that di�erent ways of doing the same calculation can give di�erent numerical answers
means� among other things� that comparison between approximate real numbers must be
treated with care�

In�	� 
� �a� b � � Interval��	��� 	��� �� N� N��	��� 	��� 

Out�	� � �Interval��������������������� ��������������������

�������������������� ������������������

In��� 
� �a��	�� ��� b� a��	�� �� b

Out��� � �True� True

In��� 
� �a��	� ��� ��� b������ a��	� ��� �� b�����

Out��� � �True� True

In��� 
� a��	� ��� � b�����

Out��� � False

Implementing directed interval arithmetic we have taken all the precautions to provide
correct behaviour of the implemented functions�
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In��� 
� �a��	� ��� � b������ � �

Out��� � True

Expressions like ���� ��Infinity or Infinity � Infinity are examples of indetermi�
nate numerical results� Whenever an indeterminate result is produced in an arithmetic com�
putation� Mathematica prints a warning message� and then returns Indeterminate as the
result of computation� Indeterminate �poisons� any arithmetic computation� and leads to
an indeterminate result ���� Thus� the symbol Indeterminate plays a role in Mathematica

similar to the Not�a�Number �NaN� object in the IEEE Floating�Point Standard� Imple�
menting directed interval arithmetic in Mathematica we followed the generalization of BIAS
speci�cations ���� which extends the scope of validity of interval operations and provide con�
sistency between interval and IEEE arithmetics� The Mathematica symbol Indeterminate
participates in Interval data object as well as in Directed data object but the arithmetic
operations and functions on directed intervals involving Indeterminate follow the model
de�ned in ���� and speci�ed in ����� The necessity of handling the symbol Indeterminate
leads to an essential aspect of symbolic systems like Mathematica that the conditions may
yield neither True nor False� For example� the condition x � y does not yield True or
False unless x and y have speci�c numeric values� Most of the functions implementing
directed interval arithmetic substantially use If�test� t� f� u� giving u if test evaluates
to neither True nor False�

Mathematica supports upvalues� which allow de�nitions to be associated with sym�
bols that do not appear directly as their head� Consider� for example� a de�nition like
Min�Directed�fx�� y�g�� 
� rhs� One possibility is that this de�nition could be asso�
ciated with the symbol Min� and considered as a downvalue of Min� This is however not
the best thing either from the point of view of organization or e�ciency� Min is a built�in
Mathematica function� while Directed is a function we have added and a de�nition should
be given as an upvalue for Directed since the function Min is more common then Directed�
In this case we think of de�nition for Min�Directed�fx�� y�g�� as giving relations satis�ed
by Directed� As a result� it is more natural to treat the de�nitions as upvalues for Directed
than as downvalues for Min� By giving a de�nition for Directed�x� � Directed�y� as an
upvalue for Directed� we associate the de�nition with Directed� In this case Mathematica

tries the de�nition when it �nds a Directed inside a function such Plus� Since Directed

occurs much less frequently than Plus� this is a much more e�cient procedure� All the
functions related to directed intervals are given upvalues for Directed �see Appendix��

According to the generalization of BIAS speci�cation ����� Sign and Direction func�
tions are de�ned to deliver integer values �� or �� instead of taking their values from the
set of the two symbols f���g� This is of great importance for symbolic manipulation with
directed intervals� Most of the formulae� expressions and laws involving directed intervals
have conditional form depending on sign and�or direction of some of the participating di�
rected intervals� Having integer values �� or � as a result of Sign and Direction function�
the access to the end�points of the directed intervals becomes straightforward� Thus� like
the concise � representation of formulae involving directed intervals �Section ����� we have
a concise programming of latter and an open possibility for symbolic manipulation �see� for
example� function Times in the Appendix��

Evaluation of Directed is slower than the evaluation of Interval due to two main
reasons� First� the slower speed is resulting from running interpreted code instead of kernel
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function� The second reason is given by more complicated algorithms of some functions
with a result depending on the direction of the arguments� The de�nition requirement ��rst
end�point � second end�point� for the conventional intervals� for example� saves many of the
conditional statements� which can not be escaped implementing directed interval arithmetic�
The normalization procedure� which is part of the evaluation of the Directed data object�
introduces an additional burden of this data type� Since the normalization is not desired
for some applications� a next version of this package may involve it as an optional single
function� Showing numerous applications and advantages over conventional intervals� an
e�ective usage of the directed interval arithmetic will require its inclusion in the kernel of
Mathematica�

��� Usage

A demonstrative Mathematica notebook directed�ma illustrates how the new data object
and the functions are de�ned in the Mathematica package directed�m work and how to use
them�

The following command loads the package from the directory user�

In��� 
� ��user�directed�m

All the functions contained in directed�m are now available for use�

On�line help for obtaining information about all the functions provided by the package
directed�m can be received using the � operator�

In��� 
� �Directed

Out��� � Directed��a	� b	� Round� �a�� b�� Round� ��� � is a data object

that represents a directed multi interval� Round is an optional

parameter specifying outward rounding for the corresponding

interval element� Basic arithmetic on directed intervals is

automatic� See also
 Direction� Sign� First� Second� Min� Max�

Abs� Proper� Dual� IntMemberQ� IntInteriorQ� IntHull�

IntIntersection� InclusionQ� InclusionEQ�

����� Data Type Directed

Directed�fa� bg� is the directed interval from a to b�

Directed�fa�� b�� Roundg� fa�� b�� Roundg� � � � �
is the set of outwardly rounded directed intervals
a� to b�
 a� to b�
 ��� called directed multi�interval�
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Conventional �proper� intervals supported also by the kernel function Interval are a
special case of the directed intervals� This is the directed interval from � to ��

In��� 
� Directed��	� ��

Out��� � Directed��	� ��

First end�point of an improper directed interval is greater than the second end�point�

In��� 
� Directed������ 	���

Out��� � Directed������ 	���

A directed interval may be composed from a single number� Such an interval is called
degenerated�

In�	�� 
� Directed���

Out�	�� � Directed���� ��

With inexact numbers� outward rounding is used to ensure that the interval always
contains the �true� value�

In�		� 
� Directed����

Out�		� � Directed��������������������	�	��������

����������������	�	�������

For non�degenerate intervals an optional parameter Round should be speci�ed to ensure
outward directed rounding of the end�points�

In�	�� 
� a � Directed������ �� Round�

Out�	�� � Directed�������������������� ��

First end�points of a and b di�er since a is rounded but b is not�

In�	�� 
� b � Directed������ ��

Out�	�� � Directed������ ��

In�	�� 
� a��	� 	�� � b��	� 	��

Out�	�� � ��������������������	���	��

Several directed intervals may be part of a single data object Directed� called directed
multi�interval�

In�	�� 
� Directed���� �� ����� �� Round�

Out�	�� � Directed�������������������� �� ��� ��

Intersecting� equally directed elements of a directed multi�interval are merged into single
intervals� which are put into normal order�

In�	�� 
� Directed���� �� ��� �� ��� ����� �� Round� ��� �	�

Out�	�� � Directed��������������������	�	�������� �� ��� �	�
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Symbolic interval arithmetic is not supported by this package�

In�	�� 
� Directed���� �� ��� ����� �� �a� b�

Out�	�� � Directed���� �� ��� ����� �� �a� b�

Numerical evaluation is used everywhere it is necessary� in particular to decide whether
interval elements intersect�

In�	�� 
� Directed��	� Pi� �E� Sqrt����� ��� ��

Out�	�� � Directed��	� ��

����� Utility Functions

Several utility functions provide convenient manipulations with directed intervals�

Direction�int� returns the direction for every element of the directed
multi�interval int� �� for proper and � for improper
interval elements�

Sign�int� returns the sign of every element of the directed
multi�interval int� �� for negative
 � for positive and
� for neither positive nor negative interval elements�

First�int� delivers the rst end�point of every element of the
directed interval

Second�int� delivers the second end�point of every element of the
directed multi�interval int�

Min�int� delivers the greatest lower bound of the directed
multi�interval int�

Max�int� delivers the least upper bound of the directed multi�
interval int�

Abs�int� delivers the absolute value of the directed multi�
interval int�

Proper�int� delivers the corresponding proper projection of the
directed multi�interval int�

MidPoint�int� delivers the mid�point of every element of the directed
multi�interval int�
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A list of directions is returned for a directed multi�interval�

In�	�� 
� Direction�Directed���Infinity� �	� ��� �Infinity��

Out�	�� � �	� �	

Numerical approximation and normalization are performed �rst�

In���� 
� Direction�a � Directed���� �� �E� Sqrt�����

Out���� � �	

In��	� 
� a

Out��	� � Directed���� ���	����

Zero is returned as sign of a directed interval consisting of positive and negative numbers�

In���� 
� Sign�Directed���	� ���

Out���� � �

Note� that Directed puts all elements of a directed multi�interval into a normal order
which may not correspond to the order they have been entered�

In���� 
� Sign�a � Directed���	��� �� ��� ���� Round� ������ �	��

Out���� � ��	� �

In���� 
� a

Out���� � Directed������� �	� ��	��� ����������������	�

List data structure is also used for representing directed intervals�

In���� 
� FullForm�Directed���	� �� ��� ���

Out���� � FullForm�Directed�List��	� ��� List��� ����

The end�points of a directed interval can be accessed by functions First and Second

In���� 
� First�Directed���Infinity� �	��

Out���� � �Infinity

In���� 
� Second�a � Directed���� �� �	�� Infinity��

Out���� � ��� Infinity

or by referring to the corresponding list elements	

In���� 
� �a��	� ���� a���� ���

Out���� � ��� Infinity

The smallest upper bound of the directed multi�interval a is Infinity�

In���� 
� Max�a�

Out���� � Infinity

The smallest number in the next interval is Sqrt����
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In���� 
� Min�Directed���� Sqrt���� �E� ���

Out���� � ���	���

Sometimes it might be necessary to speed up numerical computations involving Min�Max

functions on directed intervals� for example plotting interval functions� If the directed in�
tervals do not involve Mathematica constants or exact singletons� the kernel Mathematica

functions Min�Max can be applied to the head of the directed intervals�

In��	� 
� Min �� a

Out��	� � �

Kernel Min�Max functions can be applied to deliver the greatest lower or the least upper
bound of every element in a directed multi�interval but only for intervals which do not involve
Mathematica constants or exact singletons�

In���� 
� Max �� List �� a

Out���� � ��� Infinity

In���� 
� Max �� List �� Directed���� Sqrt���� �E� ��

Out���� � �Max���� ���	����� Max���� E�

To get a bound on the magnitude of the numbers in a directed multi�interval use Abs

function�

In���� 
� Abs�Directed����� �� ��� �	��

Out���� � �

To obtain the proper projection of a directed multi�interval use the function Proper

instead of kernel function Interval� which will cause double rounding of the end�points�

In���� 
� Proper�a � Directed����� ��� Round��

Out���� � Directed����� ����������������	�	�������

In���� 
� Interval �� a

Out���� � Interval����� �����	���	��	�����	�������
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����� Lattice Interval Functions

IntHull�int�� int�� ���� gives the convex hull of the directed inter�
vals int�
 int�
 ���

IntIntersection�int�� int�� ���� gives the intersection of the directed inter�
vals int�
 int�
 ���

The following delivers the convex hull of two directed intervals�

In���� 
� IntHull�Directed���Infinity� �	�� �E� �	��

Directed���� Sqrt�����

Out���� � Directed���Infinity� ���	���� ��� ���	����

Symbolic elements are not considered�

In���� 
� IntHull�Directed������ �� ��	� 	���

Directed������ Directed��a� b��

Out���� � Directed���	� 	��

The intersection of disjoint proper intervals is an improper directed interval�

In���� 
� IntIntersection�Directed���	�� ���� Directed���� ���

Out���� � Directed���� ���

Here is another intersection of directed intervals�

In���� 
� IntIntersection�Directed����� Sqrt���� ����� �	�	� Round��

Directed��E� Infinity� ����� ����

Directed���		� �Infinity� ��� ���

Out���� � Directed���� �Infinity�
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����� Order Relations

Directed�fa� bg� is contained in Directed�fc� dg� I� 	 c �� a and b �� d and
fa� bg �� fc� dg 
�

InclusionQ�int� x� delivers True if number x is contained in some el�
ement of the directed multi�interval int and False
otherwise�

InclusionQ�x� int� delivers True if every element of the directed
multi�interval int is contained in Directed�fx
 xg�
and False otherwise�

InclusionQ�int�� int�� delivers True if every element of the directed
multi�interval int� is contained in some element
of the directed multi�interval int� and False oth�
erwise�

InclusionQ�q�� ���� qp� delivers True if the qi form an InclusionQ se�
quence
 where qi are directed intervals �and num�
bers��

InclusionEQ�int� x� delivers True if number x is contained in or is
equal to some element of the directed multi�
interval int and False otherwise�

InclusionEQ�x� int� delivers True if every element of the directed
multi�interval int is contained in or is equal to
the Directed�fx
 xg� and False otherwise�

InclusionEQ�int�� int�� delivers True if every element of the directed
multi�interval int� is contained in or is equal to
some element of the directed multi�interval int�
and False otherwise�

InclusionEQ�q�� ���� qp� delivers True if the qi form an InclusionEQ se�
quence
 where qi are directed intervals �and num�
bers��

Number  contains the improper directed interval ��� ���

In��	� 
� InclusionQ��� Directed���� ���

Out��	� � True

In���� 
� InclusionQ�Directed���� ��� ��

Out���� � False
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int� � int� yields True if every element in the directedmulti�
interval int� is less than some element in the di�
rected multi�interval int� and False otherwise�

x � int� int � x test the same order relation Less between num�
ber x and directed multi�interval int�

q� � � � � � qp yields True if the qi form an increasing sequence

where qi are directed intervals �and numbers��

int� �� int� delivers True if every element in the directed
multi�interval int� is in relation LessEqual with
some element in the directed multi�interval int�
and False otherwise�

x �� int� int �� x test order relation LessEqual between number x
and directed multi�interval int�

q� �� � � � �� qp yields True if the qi form a non�decreasing se�
quence
 where qi are directed intervals �and num�
bers��

int� � int� delivers True if every element in the directed
multi�interval int� is greater than every element
in the directed multi�interval int� and False oth�
erwise�

x � int� int � x test order relation Greater between number x
and directed multi�interval int�

q� � � � � � qp yields True if the qi form a decreasing sequence

where qi are directed intervals �and numbers��

int� �� int� delivers True if every element in the directed
multi�interval int� is greater than or equal to
some element in the directed multi�interval int�
and False otherwise�

x �� int� int �� x test order relation GreaterEqual between number
x and directed multi�interval int�

q� �� � � � �� qp yields True if the qi form a non�increasing se�
quence
 where qi are directed intervals �and num�
bers��
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Let us de�ne two directed intervals�

In���� 
� �a � Directed��	� �� �� ��� 	�� 

b � Directed���� �� �	�� �� �

Numerical approximation is used when required�

In���� 
� InclusionEQ�a� E�

Out���� � True

Directed interval b is contained in the directed interval a�

In���� 
� InclusionQ�a� b�

Out���� � True

A sequence of directed intervals and numbers may be tested for inclusion�

In���� 
� InclusionQ�a� b� E�

Out���� � True

For multi�intervals the implication A  B �� B  A does not always hold�

In���� 
� InclusionEQ�a � Directed����� �	�� ��� 	���

b � Directed���� �� ��� �� �

Out���� � True

In���� 
� InclusionEQ�b� a�

Out���� � False

Directed intervals a and b are not in relation �less��

In���� 
� a � b

Out���� � False

��� �� is equal to the �rst element of the directed interval a� so the inequality is True�

In���� 
� Directed��	� �� �� a

Out���� � True

but ���

In��	� 
� Directed��	� �� �� a

Out��	� � False
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����� Set Theoretical Interval Functions

IntMemberQ�int� x� delivers True if the number x is member of some
element of the directed multi�interval int and
False otherwise�

IntMemberQ�int�� int�� delivers True if the set of values dened by ev�
ery element of the directed multi�interval int� is
contained in the set of values dened by some
element of the directed multi�interval int� and
False otherwise�

IntInteriorQ�int� x� delivers True if the number x is in the interior of
some element of the directed multi�interval int
and False otherwise�

IntInteriorQ�int�� int�� delivers True if the set of values dened by every
element of the directed multi�interval int� is in
the interior of the set of values dened by some
element of the directed multi�interval int� and
False otherwise�

���� �� contains � and  as set theoretical members but not according to the extended
inclusion relation�

In���� 
� IntMemberQ�Directed��	�� ��� ��

Out���� � True

In���� 
� IntInteriorQ�Directed��	�� ��� ��

Out���� � True

As for the other interval functions numerical approximation is used to make the appro�
priate conclusion�

In���� 
� IntMemberQ�Directed��Sin���� Sin����� ���

Out���� � True

In���� 
� IntInteriorQ�Directed��Sin���� Sin�����

Directed��	� ���

Out���� � False

����� Computations

Basic arithmetic on directed multi�intervals is automatic�

Dual is an important operation which reverses the end�points of a directed interval�
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In���� 
� Dual�a�

Out���� � Directed���� 	� ��� �� �	�� ��

Instead of Dual you may apply kernel function Reverse to a directed multi�interval�

In���� 
� Reverse �� a

Out���� � Directed���� 	� ��� �� �	�� ��

You can do arithmetic with multi�intervals�

In���� 
� a � Dual�b�

Out���� � Directed����� �� ���� ���

Arithmetic with a mixture of numbers and directed intervals also works�

In���� 
� Directed���� �� ! ���

Out���� � Directed������ ����

With inexact numbers� directed rounding is used to ensure that the directed interval
always contains the �true� value�

In���� 
� Directed���� � �

Out���� � Directed����������������������	���	���

������������������	���	��

Division by a directed interval with � in its interior results in two semi�in�nite directed
intervals�

In��	� 
� 	 � Directed���� ���

Out��	� � Directed���	��� �Infinity� �Infinity� 	���

Power function produces no exceeding points�

In���� 
� Directed����� ������

Out���� � Directed���� ����

� Dual�a� is the additive inverse of the directed interval a�

In���� 
� a � Directed����	� ��� Round� 

In���� 
� a � Dual�a�

Out���� � �

In���� 
� a � Reverse �� a

Out���� � �

In���� 
� a �� Dual�a�

Out���� � �
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	�Dual�b� is the multiplicative inverse of the directed interval b�

In���� 
� b � Directed������� �	� Round� 

In���� 
� b � Dual�b�

Out���� � 	

In���� 
� b � Reverse �� b

Out���� � 	

In���� 
� b �� Dual�b�

Out���� � 	

Mathematica function N converts all numbers to Real form and N�expr� n� performs
computations with n�digit precision numbers� By analogy with the Mathematica function
N we have de�ned function R to produce correctly rounded numerical values for directed
intervals�

In��	� 
� Directed��Sqrt���� E� �� N

Out��	� � Directed���������	�		�����	� ���	���	����������

Sometimes applying function R is more convenient than using the parameter Round when
we specify a directed interval�

In���� 
� a � Directed����	� ���� 

In���� 
� SameQ�Directed����	� ���� Round�� R�a��

Out���� � True

Arithmetic operations and functions on directed intervals are implemented in the Math�

ematica package directed�m according to the strict de�nitions of outwardly rounded com�
puter operations �Section ���� providing that the resulting directed interval always encloses
�according to the extended inclusion relation� the true result� Sometimes� an inner inclu�
sion of the true interval solution can be very useful giving an estimation of the tightedness
of the obtained outer interval solution� An inner inclusion interval is an interval which is
contained in the true solution interval� Inner inclusions in conventional interval arithmetic
can be obtained only if inwardly rounded interval operations and functions are implemented
in addition to the outwardly rounded ones� This will require an extension of the set of
operation symbols and will introduce some inconvenience for the users� An other important
property of the directed interval arithmetic� showed in Section ��� is that inner inclusions
can be obtained only by outwardly rounded operations and corresponding conjugation of the
input interval expression�

To obtain an outer inclusion for the expression a��b�c��d we need an inward rounding
of d and outward rounding of a� b� c and the arithmetic operations� Let a� b� c and d be the
directed intervals

In���� 
� �a� b� c� d � �Directed��		�� ���� Directed����� ����

Directed������ 	���� Directed������� ���	� 
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In���� 
� sOuter � R�a� �R�b� ! R�c�� � R�Dual�d��

Out���� � Directed�������������������� ������������������

In���� 
� sInner � Dual� R�Dual�a�� �R�Dual�b�� ! R�Dual�c��� � R�d� �

Out���� � Directed�������������������� ������������������

In���� 
� InclusionQ�sOuter� sInner�

Out���� � True

��� Comparison to the built�in Interval Data Type

In order to clarify the usage of Mathematica functions related to conventional and directed
intervals we shall make comparison of the behaviour of Interval and Directed� The user
should be aware of some aspects of the implementation of Interval that will help a cor�
rect its usage� In this section we share our experience in using Mathematica for interval
computations�

directed�m contains several functions that are speci�c for manipulation with directed
intervals� These are the utility functions Direction� Sign� First� Second� Proper and
function Dual implementing the corresponding monadic operation on directed intervals�

The function Abs maps Interval to Interval and Directed to a numerical value�

In���� 
� Abs�Interval���		� ��� ��� ���

Out���� � Interval���� 		�

In���� 
� Abs�Directed���		� ��� ��� ���

Out���� � 		

Kernel function IntervalUnion provides set theoretical union of intervals �merging only
intersecting intervals� and thus does not ful�ll the de�nition of the interval lattice operation
convex hull of intervals�

In���� 
� IntervalUnion�Interval���� ��� Interval���� ���

Out���� � Interval���� ��

In��	� 
� IntervalUnion�Interval���� ��� Interval���� ���

Out��	� � Interval���� �� ��� ��

In���� 
� IntHull�Directed���� ��� Directed���� ���

Out���� � Directed���� ��

In Section ��� we pointed out how important the numerical approximation is for the
implementation of interval functions in a computer algebra system� Indeed� numerical ap�
proximation is used in most of the functions related to the Interval data object except for
Abs function and comparison operations �� ��� �� ���
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In���� 
� Abs�a � Interval��Sin���� Cos���� �Sqrt���� E��

Out���� � Interval��Abs�Cos����� Abs�Sin����� �Sqrt���� E�

In���� 
� Interval���Infinity� �	��� � a

Out���� � �	�� � Sin���

In���� 
� Interval���Infinity� �	��� �� a

Out���� � �Infinity �� E

while

In���� 
� Directed���Infinity� �	��� �� Directed �� a

Out���� � False

The lattice operations convex hull and intersection provide set theoretical functional�
ity for conventional �proper� intervals but not for directed intervals� That is why instead
of functions IntervalUnion and IntervalIntersection performing lattice operations on
Interval data objects we have de�ned functions IntHull and IntIntersection to perform
lattice operations on directed intervals� Functions IntMemberQ and IntInteriorQ were de�
�ned to provide re�exive� resp� antire�exive set theoretical functionality for directed intervals
too�

In order to clarify the next explanations let us remind the de�nition of an order relation�
A relation � in a set M is called an order relation and fM��g an ordered set if for a� b� c �M

a � a re�exivity

a � b � b � c �� a � c transitivity

a � b � b � a �� a � b antisymmetry�

In an ordered set fM��g an antire�exive ordering is de�ned by a � b 	� �a � b � a �� b��
for a� b �M �

IntervalMemberQ tests the re�exive inclusion order relation between Interval data
objects� directed�m contains two functions InclusionQ and InclusionEQ testing the an�
tire�exive� and re�exive inclusion order relation between directed intervals�

In���� 
� IntervalMemberQ�a � Interval��	� �� �� ��� 	���

Interval���� 	���

Out���� � True

In���� 
� Inclusion�Directed���Infinity� �	����

Directed��Sin���� Sin���� �Sqrt���� E��

Out���� � False

InclusionQ and InclusionEQ functions were extended to test the corresponding relation
between a sequence of directed intervals and�or numbers�

In���� 
� InclusionQ�Directed��	� �� ��� 	��� ����

Directed���� 	��

Out���� � True

�



It is possible to test antire�exive inclusion combining IntervalMemberQ and UnsameQ for
single Interval operands

In���� 
� IntervalMemberQ�Interval���� 	��� Interval���� ��� ""

UnsameQ�Interval���� 	��� Interval���� ���

Out���� � True

but not for multi�Interval operands�

In��	� 
� �a � Interval���� ��� ��� 	�� 

b � Interval���� �� ��� 	�� �

In���� 
� IntervalMemberQ�a� b� "" UnsameQ�a� b�

Out���� � True

In���� 
� InclusionQ�Directed �� a� Directed �� b�

Out���� � False

Unfortunately� comparison operations ��� �� ��� � for Interval data objects are not
implemented according to the corresponding de�nition for re�exive� and antire�exive order
relation�

In���� 
� Interval��	� �� � Interval���� ��

Out���� � False

The corresponding antisymmetry property also can not be inferred from this implemen�
tation�

In���� 
� Interval��	� �� �� Interval��	� ��

Out���� � False

In���� 
� Interval��	� �� �� Interval��	� ��

Out���� � False

A de�nition for order relation between �directed� intervals saying �int� is in the corre�
sponding relation with int� if every element of int� is in the corresponding relation with
every element of int�� ful�ll the three de�nition properties for order relation only for single
intervals� not for multi�intervals� To make the corresponding de�nitions of ��� �� ��� �
correct for multi�intervals too� we have implemented �in contrast to Interval predicates� a
de�nition saying �int� is in the corresponding relation with int� if every element of int� is
in the corresponding relation with some element of int��� Obviously� a precise study of the
arithmetic structure involving �directed� multi�intervals is required�

Kernel function Interval supports the symbol Indeterminate� resulting indeterminate
numerical computations�

In���� 
� a � Interval���� Infinity� � Infinity

Infinity

indet


Indeterminate expression �Infinity ! Infinity

encountered�

Out���� � Interval��Indeterminate� �Infinity�

��



Kernel interval operations and functions deal with intervals involving the symbol
Indeterminate but they reverse the end�points of the interval involving Indeterminate

In���� 
� a ! Interval���� ��

Out���� � Interval���Infinity� Indeterminate�

and sometimes produce strange results�

In���� 
� IntervalMemberQ�a� �Infinity�

Out���� � False

In�	��� 
� IntervalMemberQ�Out� �� �Infinity�

Out�	��� � True

In�	�	� 
� IntervalIntersection�a� Interval���� ���

Out�	�	� � Interval���Infinity� Infinity� �Indeterminate� Infinity�

Exceptions are again the relational operations�

In�	��� 
� Interval���� �� � a

Out�	��� � � � Indeterminate

Directed interval arithmetic in Mathematica follows a model that provides consistency
between interval arithmetic and IEEE �oating�point arithmetic�

In�	��� 
� Directed���� �� � Directed �� a

Out�	��� � False

In�	��� 
� IntMemberQ�Directed �� a� �Infinity�

Out�	��� � True

In�	��� 
� IntIntersection�Directed �� a� Directed���� ���

Out�	��� � Interval��Indeterminate� ��

A Mathematica notebook indeterm�ma contains a case study of the kernel functions on
intervals involving the symbol Indeterminate and a detailed demonstration of the directed
interval arithmetic on intervals involving the symbol Indeterminate�

Finally� implementing interval algorithms in computer algebra systems one have to keep
in mind that not all simpli�cation rules valid for numerical vectors and matrices are valid
for interval ones too� The following example illustrates this�

In�	��� 
� a � ���� 	� � 

In�	��� 
� b � �Interval���� ��� Interval���� ��� Interval���� �� 

In�	��� 
� a � b

Out�	��� � �

In�	��� 
� a � Apply�Directed� b� 	�

Out�	��� � �

��



Multiplying the numerical vector a and the interval vector b Mathematica takes
Interval�f�� �g� or Directed�f�� �g� out of brackets which leads to a wrong result�
Fortunately� multiplication of two interval vectors is performed correctly�

In�		�� 
� Interval �� a � b

Out�		�� � Interval����� ��

In�			� 
� Directed �� a � Apply�Directed� b� 	�

Out�			� � Directed����� ��

The application of Dot function with numerical and interval arguments also should be
avoided since

In�		�� 
� Dot����� 	� �� Table�Directed���� ��� ����

Out�		�� � �

Function Inner can be used instead�

In�		�� 
� Inner����� 	� �� Table�Directed���� ��� ����

Out�		�� � Directed����� ��

Obtaining an incorrect result from the Mathematica function InterpolatingPolynomial

on the interval segments segm is due to the above reason�

In�		�� 
� InterpolatingPolynomial�

segm � Table��x� Interval���	��� 	���� �x� ��� x�

Out�		�� � Interval���	��� 	���

In�		�� 
� InterpolatingPolynomial�

Table��x� Interval���	��� 	��� ! x�	����� �x� ��� x�

Out�		�� � ��	 ! x���Interval��������	����� 	���	�	����� !

��� ! x���Interval���	� 	� !

��� ! x��Interval������� ������ !

Interval��������	����� ���	�	�����

��



� Applications

Although developed in the late seventies ����� interval arithmetic structure fD�����g has
remained an isolated mathematical theory for long� Only Gardenes et al� have tried to
use it in solving some practical problems ���� ���� At the same time another extension of
the conventional interval arithmetic have been proposed� Markov ���� extended the set of
arithmetic operations on conventional �proper� intervals by four nonstandard �inner� interval
operations� A number of numerical algorithms with result veri�cation have been developed
showing the advantages of the inner interval operations for a tighter inclusion of functional
ranges� Inner operations have been also used for de�ning di�erential and integral calculus
for interval functions �����

One of the reasons for so little usage of the extension considered by Kaucher is that
there has not been found an interpretation of the improper intervals and the corresponding
extended arithmetic in terms of the normal interval arithmetic space� A recent work ���
and other papers by S� Markov ��� ��� found such a interpretation and showed a close
relation between the two extensions of the conventional interval arithmetic " one obtained by
extending the set of intervals� and the other obtained by extending the set of operations� The
technique developed for �translation� of the results for directed intervals in the �language� of
normal intervals has the advantage that we can easily perform computations in fD�����g�
where the operations possess group properties and good compatibility between each other�
and interpret the results in the space IR of normal intervals� Directed interval arithmetic
facilitates the extension of the calculus for interval�valued functions of real arguments ����
to the case of interval arguments�

In the next subsections we shall outline some applications of the directed interval arith�
metic� Several Mathematica functions solving certain algebraic and numerical problems
involving directed intervals were developed to illustrate these applications and to show how
a user can build his own functions that use directed interval arithmetic� All the Mathematica

functions presented in the next subsections were designed and work only for single directed
intervals� All they require that the package directed�m has been initially loaded�

��� Directed Ranges

An interpretation of the elements of D as �directed� ranges of monotone functions ���� leads
to an important application of the extended interval arithmetic providing sharp bounds for
the range of monotone functions� Let f be a continuous and monotone function on the
interval T � IR and its range be f�T � � ff�t� j t � Tg� The type of monotonicity of f
determines the �direction� into which the range f�T � is run through when the argument t
runs through its interval domain T in a �xed direction� say from left to right� Indeed� if
f is isotone �nondecreasing� in T � then the interval f�t� is run through from its lower to
its upper bound whenever t runs through T from left to right� Alternatively f�T � is run
through from its upper to its lower bound if f is antitone �nonincreasing� in T and t runs
through T from left to right� That is why the interval f �T � � �f�t��� f�t��� � D is called
directed range of the function f over the interval T � The binary variable � �A�� de�ned by
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���� called direction of the interval A � D� represents the type of the monotonicity of the
corresponding monotone function which directed range is A�

Consider the function f�x� � f��x� � f��x�� where � � f������ �g� We seek the range of
the function using the already known ranges f��X�� f��X�� Since f� and f� are continuous
on R then the ranges f��X� and f��X� are intervals and for the range of f we have f�X� �
ff��x� � f��x� j x � Xg  f��X� � f��X�� It is highly desirable to obtain an equality in
the above relation� However� such a equality relation could be achieved by the conventional
interval arithmetic only if both functions are equally monotone on the interval X� The
familiar interval arithmetic can not provide an exact expression for f�X� if f� and f� have
di�erent monotonicity on X� In ���� Markov de�nes an extension of the conventional interval
arithmetic by introducing four special interval operations which provide equality relation for
di�erently monotone functions� An analogue proposition in terms of directed intervals says	

Proposition Assume CM�T � is the set of continuous and monotone functions de�ned

on T � IR� For f� g� f � g � CM�D�� X  D� � � f������ �g and g�X� � D n T for

� � �� we have

�f � g��X� �

�����
����

f �X� � g�X��
f �X�� g�X���
f �X���g�X�� � g�X���f �X���
f �X���g�X�� � g�X����f �X���

This proposition gives the direction of the resulting interval� and therefore supplies ad�
ditional information for the type of monotonicity of the result� Based on this proposition�
an algorithm for automatic computation of inner and outer inclusions of ranges of functions
and their derivatives can be developed and implemented as a separate Mathematica package�

��� Solving Interval Algebraic Equations

Between the most important properties of the directed interval arithmetic is the existence
of inverse elements with respect to the operations addition and multiplication �see property
K��� Section ����� For every A � D the corresponding inverse elements �Dual�A�� for the
addition� and 	�Dual�A�� for the multiplication� are such that

A�Dual�A� � � and A�Dual�A� � �� ����

This property allows automatic simpli�cation of interval expressions involving directed
intervals� Doing computations with exact numbers� property K�� ���� will lead to the ex�
act results � or �� When A is an inexact number� however� the result of ���� will be a
small interval around �� resp� �� which will blow up after each subsequent arithmetic oper�
ation� On the other hand� computer algebra systems like Mathematica allow that relations
between abstract data objects be implemented as corresponding simpli�cation equations�
Thus� property ���� of the directed interval arithmetic was implemented in the Mathematica

package directed�m by the following simpli�cation equations for the operations addition
and multiplication�

Directed �
 Directed��a#� b#� ! Directed��c#� d#� 
� � � 

a �� �c "" b �� �d  

��



Directed �
 Times�Directed��a#� b#�� Directed��c#� d#�� 
� 	 � 

a �� 	�c "" b �� 	�d  

Due to these equations exact algebraic simpli�cation are possible even on interval ex�
pressions involving inexact numbers�

In�		�� 
� a � Directed��N�E�� N�Pi�� 

In�		�� 
� a � Dual�a�

Out�		�� � �

while

In�		�� 
� b � �	 Dual�a� 

Directed��First�a� ! First�b�� Second�a� ! Second�b�� Round�

Out�		�� Directed����������������������	���	��� ������������������	���	��

Due to the existence of inverse elements the solutions of the interval algebraic equations

A � X � B and

U � Y � V

can be expressed in terms of the operations between directed intervals	 X � B � Dual�A�
and Y � V�Dual�U �� if U � D n T �

Mathematica function Solve�eqns� vars� attempts to solve an equation or set of equa�
tions for the variables vars� The rules that are built into Mathematica are intended to be
appropriate for the broadest range of calculations� In speci�c cases� as directed or conven�
tional interval arithmetic� some of the built�in rules are not valid�

In�		�� 
� Solve�Interval���� �� ! x �� �� x�

Out�		�� � ��x �� Interval����� ���

In�	��� 
� Interval���� �� ! x �� Out�		����	��

Out�	��� � Interval���	� 	�

Next Mathematica code illustrates how one can give his own transformation rules for a
built�in Mathematica function to work correctly on directed intervals� too�

Solve

indet � $Solution is not defined� Zero in some divisor�$ 

Unprotect�Solve� 

Solve�a#� ! b#� x#Symbol �� c#� x#Symbol�
�� � 

IntMemberQ�Directed�b�� �� "" �Message�Solve

indet� True� 

Solve�a#� ! b#� x#Symbol �� c#� x#Symbol�
�

�x �� �c � Dual�a�� � Dual�b� � 

Apply�And� �Head�%� �� Directed && NumberQ�N�%���" �� �a� b� c� 

Protect�Solve� 

Now� Solve can give the correct solution to a linear algebraic equation involving directed
intervals

��



In�	�	� 
� Solve�Directed���� �� � E x �� Directed��Sqrt���� 	��� x�

Out�	�	� � �x �� Directed�����E� ����� ! ���	�����E��

In�	��� 
� Directed���� �� � E x �� Out�	�	�

Out�	��� � Directed�����	���� 	��

or to warn that can not �nd the solution

In�	��� 
� Solve�Directed���� �� � Directed���	� 	� x �� �� x�

Solve

indet


Solution is not defined� Zero in some divisor�

Out�	��� � �

When inexact numbers are involved in the directed intervals� Solve produces an outer
inclusion of the corresponding solution�

In�	��� 
� Solve�Directed����	� �� Round� �

Dual�Directed������ 		��� Round�� y �� Directed��	� ��� y�

Out�	��� � �y �� Directed������������	���	���� �������������������

In�	��� 
� Directed����	� �� Round� �

Dual�Directed������ 		��� Round�� y �� Out�	���

Out�	��� � Directed�������������������� ����������������	�

In�	��� 
� InclusionQ�Out�	���� Directed��	� ���

Out�	��� � True

An inner approximation of the solution can be obtained by solving the corresponding
dual problem according to the inclusion assertions given in Section ����

Linear algebraic equations are not the only equations that can be solved straightforward
in directed interval arithmetic� We shall consider a simple practical example taken from ���
to illustrate the solution of a class of nonlinear algebraic equations�

Problem� Let v � e � r��	 � r � s� be the equation describing an electrical circuit�
where e� r and 	 are given constants varying in prescribed intervals	 e  E� r  R� 	  R	�
E�R�R	 � IR� The goal is to determine an interval value S for the resistance� so that for
any s � S the voltage v to be kept in prescribed bounds V � IR� that is v  V �

We must solve S from the equation

E �R

R � R	 � S
� V� ����

In directed interval arithmetic the solution S� of ���� may be a proper interval showing
the tolerance for the electrical circuit or an improper interval� that is a control band�

As in the linear case� the algebraic solution of ���� can be found by applying algebraic
transformations on the equation and using properties ���� of the inverse additive and mul�
tiplicative elements� Mathematica function Solve was overloaded to �nd the solution of
nonlinear algebraic equations of the form a� b��c � d � x� � e involving directed intervals�
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Unprotect�Solve� 

Solve�a#� ! b#� � �c#� ! d#� x#Symbol� �� e#� x#Symbol� 
� � � 

�IntMemberQ�Directed�d�� �� && IntMemberQ�Directed�e � Dual�a��� ��� ""

�Message�Solve

indet� True� 

Solve�a#� ! b#� � �c#� ! d#� x#Symbol� �� e#� x#Symbol� 
�

�x �� Dual��b��Dual�e� � a� � c� � d� � 

Apply�And� �Head�%� �� Directed && NumberQ�N�%���" �� �a� b� c� d� e� 

Protect�Solve� 

Let we are given the following bounds for the input constants

In�	��� 
� �e� r� r� �

�Directed���� ��� Directed���� 		�� Directed��	��� ���� 

and the voltage has to be kept inside the interval ����� ����

In�	��� 
� v � Directed���� �� 

We have to compute an inner approximation S�  S in order to guarantee the inclusion
E � R��R � R	 � S��  V �interval operations are inclusion isotone�� According to the
inclusion assertions from Section ��� we have to solve the the corresponding dual problem

In�	��� 
� Solve�Dual�e� Dual�r� � �Dual�r� ! R�Dual�r��� ! s� ��

Dual�v�� s� �� �Directed�t#� �� Dual�Directed�t��

Out�	��� � �s �� Directed�������������������� ������������������

Since the resulting interval is improper� this is a control interval� In other words for any
s � S there exist e � E� 	 � R	 and r � R such that e � r��	 � r � s� � v � V or
E �R��R � R	 � Dual�S�� � V � We can verify it by

In�	��� 
� InclusionEQ�e r � �r ! R�r�� ! Dual�s�� �� Out�	���� v�

Out�	��� � True

In�	�	� 
� InclusionQ�v� e r � �r ! R�r�� ! s� �� Out�	����

Out�	�	� � True

Allowing the voltage within the wider range ��� ��

In�	��� 
� v � Directed���� �� 

the resulting resistance would be

In�	��� 
� Solve�Dual�e� Dual�r� � �Dual�r� ! R�Dual�r��� ! s� ��

Dual�v�� s� �� �Directed�t#� �� Dual�Directed�t��

Out�	��� � �s �� Directed��	����������������� ������������������

showing the tolerance for the electrical circuit� that is for any s � S and any e � E� 	 � R	

and r � R e � r��	 � r � s� � v � V or E �R��R � R	 � S�  V �

In�	��� 
� InclusionQ�v� e r � �r ! R�r�� ! s� �� Out�	����

Out�	��� � True
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��� Linear Algebraic Systems

Initiated by Gardenes et al� ��� �� the algebraic completeness of the extended interval arith�
metic structure fD�����g has been used by some Russian authors ���� ��� ��� to develop
an algebraic approach to the solution of several problems related to interval linear algebraic
systems�

Consider the system of linear algebraic equations

Ax � b� ����

involving intervals in the n�n�matrix A and�or in the right�hand side n�dimensional vector
b� Four di�erent solution sets to the system ���� have been de�ned and studied	

� the united solution set is the set of solutions of all real �point� systems Ax � b with
A � A and b � b� i� e��

#���A�b� � fx � Rn j ��A � A��� b � b��Ax � b�g ����

� fx � Rn j Ax � b �� � g�

� the tolerable solution set is the set of all real vectors x such that for every real A � A
the real vector Ax is contained in the interval vector b� that is

#���A�b� � f x � Rn j ��A � A��� b � b��Ax � b� g ���

� f x � Rn j ��A � A��Ax � b�g � f x � Rn j Ax  bg�

� the controlled solution set is the set of all real vectors x � Rn� such that for any point
b � b we can �nd the corresponding A � A satisfying Ax � b �

#���A�b� � f x � Rn j ��A � A��� b � b��Ax � b� g ����

� f x � Rn j �� b � b��Ax � b� � fx � Rn j Ax � bg�

� the interval algebraic solution is an interval vector xa which substituted in the expres�
sion A � x� performing all interval operations� results in b� that is

Axa � b� ����

The detailed description of each of the solution sets ��������� is rather complex and
grows exponentially with n� This is the reason why usually a simpler subset satisfying the
de�nition of the corresponding solution set is looked for� Such a simpler solution set can be
expressed in terms of intervals and the task then becomes	 �Find an interval vector that is
included in the corresponding solution set �if nonempty� of the interval linear system�� or
shortly� �nd an inner approximation for the corresponding solution set�

A key role in �nding an inner approximation for the solution sets ��������� plays the
interval algebraic solution� This solution does not exists in general in the ordinary interval
space and the directed interval arithmetic is a natural arithmetic for dealing with interval
algebraic equations� since it is obtained from the arithmetic for normal intervals via algebraic
completion�
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It has been proved ���� ��� that if xa is an algebraic interval solution to the system
Ax � B� in K and all its components are improper intervals� then �xa�� 

P
��� That is

�xa�� is an inner approximation of the united solution set of ����� Let xa be the interval
algebraic solution of ���� obtained in K� If all components of xa are proper intervals� then
xa 

P
��� if all components of xa are improper intervals� then �xa�� 

P
�� ����� The

algebraic approach is proved to give almost always the inclusion�maximal inner estimations
of the considered solution sets�

Shary ���� has investigated some properties of the algebraic interval solutions to the
system ���� and proposed a numerical method for computation of xa� Constructing his
method Shary has used the properties of the directed interval arithmetic and a bijective
mapping from Dn into R�n seeking thus the solution of the equation in R�n� not in Dn� His
numerical algorithm has nothing to do with directed interval arithmetic� possibly due to the
lack of convenient tools for computation with directed intervals�

In ���� Kupriyanova has investigated the properties of the algebraic interval solution to
the interval linear algebraic system Dual�A�x � b� where Dual performs the corresponding
unary operation on the elements of A� It is proven that the algebraic solution to this system
is a maximal inner estimation for the united solution set of ���� in the sense of inclusion� An
iterative two�sided method� originally proposed in ���� for the united solution set of interval
linear systems in IR� has been generalized for interval linear systems in D� It is proven that
the operator G� de�ned by

�Gx�i 	�

�
�bi � nX

k���k ��i

�aikxk��

	
A ��aii��� i � �� � � � � n

is a continuous antitone operator that has at least one �xed point� If v	 is an initial approxi�
mation of xa such that v	  xa � Gxa� then because of the antitonicity v	  xa  Gv	 � w	

and

v	  v�  � � � v�  xa  w�  � � � w�  w	�

Each vk is an inner estimation and each wk is an outer estimation for the interval algebraic
solution xa of �����

The proposed two�sided iterative algorithm was implemented in the Mathematica function
AlgebraicIntervalSolve with directed interval arithmetic from the package directed�m�

AlgebraicIntervalSolve

diag � $Diagonal elements of the matrix

contain zero� Rearrange the matrix�$ 

AlgebraicIntervalSolve

nosol � $Non contractive mapping�

Try better initial approximation�$ 

Options�AlgebraicIntervalSolve� � �

InitialApproximation �� Automatic�

AccuracyGoal �� 	������

IterativeList �� False�

MaxIterations �� 'IterationLimit 

�



AlgebraicIntervalSolve�m#� b#� opts###� 
� Module�

�n � Length�b�� operator� twostep� stopping�

lst � IterativeList �� �opts �� Options�AlgebraicIntervalSolve��

eps � AccuracyGoal �� �opts �� Options�AlgebraicIntervalSolve��

it � MaxIterations �� �opts �� Options�AlgebraicIntervalSolve��

v � InitialApproximation �� �opts �� Options�AlgebraicIntervalSolve��

operator�x#� 
� ��b��%�� � Dual�Delete�m��%��� %� �

Delete�x� %��� � Dual�m��%� %����" �� Range�n� 

twostep�y#� 
� Module��t � operator�y�������

it �� 	 �t� operator�t�� 

stopping�x#� 
� Max�Abs�N�Flatten�Apply�List�

x��	�� � Dual �� x������ 	����� � eps 

If�v �� Automatic� v � Directed �� LinearSolve�Map�MidPoint� m� ����

MidPoint �� b� � 

If�lst� FixedPointList�twostep� �v� operator�v��

SameTest �� ��it � � && stopping�%��"���

FixedPoint�twostep� �v� operator�v��

SameTest �� ��it � � && stopping�%��"��� � 

Inner�InclusionEQ� operator�operator�v��� v� And� &&

�Message�AlgebraicIntervalSolve

nosol� False�

� � Not�Apply�Or� IntMemberQ�m��%� %��� ��" �� Range�Length�m�� �� &&

�Message�AlgebraicIntervalSolve

diag� False�  

AlgebraicIntervalSolve�m�� b�� opts���� gives inner and outer approximations of
the algebraic interval solution to a given linear algebraic system with matrix m and right�
hand�side vector b of directed intervals� In order to get started AlgebraicIntervalSolve

has to be given an appropriate initial inner approximation of the algebraic interval solu�
tion� AlgebraicIntervalSolve automatically starts iterations from the solution to the
point linear system MidPoint�m�x � b� This is a good initial approximation if the alge�
braic interval solution of the system Dual�m�x � b is sought� If is possible to give the
AlgebraicIntervalSolve another initial approximation of the algebraic interval solution
by using the option InitialApproximation� If the inclusion v	  Gw	 is ful�lled then the
initial approximation is good and the operator G is a contractive one�

Several options can be also used to control the number of iterations performed by the func�
tion AlgebraicIntervalSolve� First� one can set MaxIterations to specify the maximum
number of iterations that AlgebraicIntervalSolve should use� If AlgebraicIntervalSolve
does not �nd a good solution in the number of steps that have been speci�ed� it returns the
last values that have been computed� These values can be used as InitialApproximation if
one needs to continue the iteration� To control the accuracy of the solution
AlgebraicIntervalSolve iterates and checks whether the di�erences in the end�points of
the interval components between two successive approximations of the algebraic solution are
within the accuracy speci�ed by the option AccuracyGoal� For the purpose of debugging
one can ask AlgebraicIntervalSolve to give the whole list of approximations obtained
at each step of the iterative process by using the option IterativeList� Table � lists the
options for AlgebraicIntervalSolve and their default values�

��



option name default value function

InitialApproximation Automatic approximate solution to the system using
mid�points of the directed input intervals
of matrix m and vector b

AccuracyGoal ���� accuracy to which two successive approx�
imations di�er

MaxIterations $IterationLimit maximum number of iterations to be per�
formed in �nding approximations to the
algebraic solution

IterationList False delivers the list of approximations ob�
tained at each step of the iterative process

Table �� Options for AlgebraicIntervalSolve�

Let us �nd the algebraic interval solution to the system given by the matrix A and right�
hand side vector B� Note� that the �rst vector is the inner approximation and the second
vector is the outer approximation to the �true� solution�

In�	��� 
� �A � ��Directed���� ��� Directed���	� 	��

�Directed���	� 	�� Directed���� �� 

B � �Directed���� ��� Directed���� �� �

In�	��� 
� N�AlgebraicIntervalSolve�A� B��

Out�	��� � ��Directed�������������������� �������������������

Directed�������������������� �������������������

�Directed����	���������	�	���� ���������������	����

Directed����	���������	�	���� ���������������	���

The algebraic interval solution of the system with matrix Dual�A� and vector B is the
maximum inner estimation of the united solution set of Ax � B� The united solution set� it
maximum inner estimation and the algebraic solution of the linear algebraic system with
matrix A and right�hand side vector B are presented on Fig� ��

In�	��� 
� AlgebraicIntervalSolve�Map�Dual� A� ���� B�

Out�	��� � ��Directed���� 	�� Directed���� 	��

�Directed���� 	�� Directed���� 	�

Now� let us �nd the algebraic interval solution of the system with matrix A and vector G�

In�	��� 
� G � �Directed����� ��� Directed���� �� 

In�	��� 
� AlgebraicIntervalSolve�A� G�

��



Out�	��� � AlgebraicIntervalSolve

nosol


Non contractive mapping�

Try better initial approximation�

AlgebraicIntervalSolve���Directed���� ��� Directed���	� 	��

�Directed���	� 	�� Directed���� ���

�Directed����� ��� Directed���� ���

Since we know that there exists an algebraic interval solution of this system� let us try
another initial approximation of the algebraic solution�

In�	��� 
� AlgebraicIntervalSolve�A� G� InitialApproximation ��

�Directed������� ����� Directed������ ������

Out�	��� � ��Directed������� ����� Directed������ ������

�Directed������� ����� Directed������ �����

The algebraic interval solution of the algebraic interval system Ax � G does not belong
to the set of proper intervals� Let us �nd an inner estimation of the united solution set of
the same system� The united solution set and the algebraic solution to the linear algebraic
system with matrix A and right�hand side vector G are presented on Fig� ��

In�	�	� 
� AlgebraicIntervalSolve�Map�Dual� A� ���� G�

Out�	�	� � ��Directed������� ����� Directed���� ���

�Directed������� ����� Directed���� ��

Out����� shows that the solution of the point linear system MidPoint�A�x � MidPoint�G�

may not be a good initial approximation of the algebraic interval solution� The following
proposition ���� gives the exact solution of a linear algebraic system with a special type of
point matrix�

Proposition Let A � �ai�k� � Rn�n be a real matrix and let the numbers ai�k%i�k� where

%i�k is the subdeterminant of ai�k� have constant signs for all i� k � �� �� ���� n� Then for the

solution of Ax � b the following Cramer�type formula holds�

�xi���
� �
�

%

nX
i��

����i�k%ik�bi��i�k

Def
�

�

%










a�� � � � b� � � � a�n
���

���
���

���
���

a�n � � � bn � � � ann









 � ����

where 
i�k � ���i�k � f�� i � k even� �� i � k oddg�

Mathematica function DirectedCramer implements formula ���� for directed intervals�

DirectedCramer

dim � $Not equal dimensions�$ 

DirectedCramer

nosol � $Zero Determinant�$ 

DirectedCramer�m#� b#� 
� Module��n � Length�b�� d� t�

�Table�Inner�Times�

��



Times�Det�Delete�Delete�m� Table��k� i� �k� n���

%��" �� Range�n�� t � Table���	���i!k�� �k� n���

MapAt�Dual� b� Flatten��Position�t� �	����� �i� n�

� d �� �x## 
� Dual �� �x � Sign�d� �� �	 � � 

UnsameQ�d � Det�m�� �� && �Message�DirectedCramer

nosol� False�

� � SameQ�Table�Length�b�� �Length�b��� Dimensions�m�� &&

�Message�DirectedCramer

dim� False� 

A separate function CamerTypeQ tests the requirements of the formula�

CramerTypeQ�m#� 
� Sign�m��	� 	�� m���� ���� �� Sign�m��	� ��� m���� 	��

� � Length�m� �� � "" SameQ �� Dimensions�m�  

CramerTypeQ�m#� 
� With��n � Length�m��

SameQ �� �Sign �� Thread�Times�

Flatten�Table�m��n�i!	� n�j!	��� �i� n� �j� n���

Flatten�Minors�m� n�	�� ���

� � SameQ �� Dimensions�m�  

A class of matrices satisfying the conditions of the above proposition is the class of
Vandermonde matrices� appearing in interpolation theory� This makes the above formula
suitable for the exact solution of identi�cation problems in an interval interpolation setting
�����

��
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Figure �	 The united solution set �black solid line�� its inner approximation
�black rectangle� and the algebraic solution set �small grey rectangle
inside� for the algebraic system with interval matrix A and interval
vector B�
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Figure �	 The united solution set �black solid line� and its inner approxima�
tion �grey section on the abscissa line� for the algebraic system with
interval matrix A and interval vector G�
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